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BOOK CALENDAR

Sunday
Charlaine Harris (“Definitely Dead” and

“Dead as a Doornail”) and Julie Phillips
(“James Tiptree, Jr: The Double Life of Al-
ice B. Sheldon”) sign their books, Dark
Delicacies, 4213 W. Burbank Blvd., Bur-
bank, 2 p.m. (818) 556-6660.

Monday
William Kent Krueger signs “Copper

River,” Book Carnival, 348 S. Tustin Ave.,
Orange, 6 p.m. (714) 538-3210.

Jacqueline Winspear discusses “Messen-
ger of Truth,” Vroman’s, 695 E. Colorado
Blvd., Pasadena, 7 p.m. (626) 449-5320.

Tuesday
Gregg Hurwitz signs “Last Shot,” Borders,

3700 Torrance Blvd., Torrance, 7 p.m. (310)
540-7000. 

Bart Kosko signs “Noise,” Barnes & Noble,
1201 Third Street Promenade, Santa Moni-
ca, 7:30 p.m. (310) 260-9110. 

Wednesday
Stephen J. Cannell signs “White Sister,”

Borders, 2910 Tapo Canyon Road, Simi Val-
ley, 7 p.m. (805) 526-2800.

Tanya Erzen (“Straight to Jesus: Sexual and
Christian Conversions in the Ex-Gay Move-
ment”) talks with Jon Wiener, 4 p.m. KPFK-
FM (90.7).

Authors Jerrilyn Farmer, Mona Gable,
Noel Alumit and Mark Haskell Smith
discuss creativity and the writer’s craft,
Vroman’s, 695 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena,
7 p.m. (626) 449-5320. 

Brett Paesel signs “Mommies Who Drink,”
Borders, 1360 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles,
7:30 p.m. (310) 475-3444.

Marisha Pessl reads from “Special Topics in
Calamity Physics,” the Mystery Bookstore,
1036-C Broxton Ave., Westwood, noon. (310)
209-0415; Skylight Books, 1818 N. Vermont
Ave., Los Angeles, 7:30 p.m. (323) 660-1175. 

Thursday
Robert Fate reads from “Baby Shark,” Mys-

tery & Imagination, 238 N. Brand Blvd.,
Glendale, 7:30 p.m. (818) 545-0206. 

Harry V. Jaffa (“A New Birth of Freedom:
Abraham Lincoln and the Coming of the
Civil War”) talks with John Murphy, noon.
KSPC-FM (88.7).

W.S. Merwin (“Present Company”) talks
with Michael Silverblatt, 2:30 p.m. KCRW-
FM (89.9).

Saturday
Sissy Boyd, Teresa Carmody, Vanessa

Place and Christine Wertheim read their
work, Skylight Books, 1818 N. Vermont Ave.,
Los Angeles, 7:30 p.m. (323) 660-1175. 

John J. Lamb signs “The Mournful Teddy,”
Mysteries to Die For, 2940 Thousand Oaks
Blvd., Thousand Oaks, 1 p.m. (805) 374-
0084. 

For more listings, see
calendarlive.com/books. Send notices to
book.calendar@latimes.com 

By Lucinda Michele Knapp

Giraffe
A Novel

J.M. Ledgard

The Penguin Press: 298 pp., $24.95

T
HE collective unconscious of
humankind is relatively devoid of
giraffes. Giraffa camelopardalis
does not stride the plains of our
unplumbed psychological depths.
Beckoning us to read meanings
hidden in the maps on its hide, it

defies simple symbolism. J.M. Ledgard’s “Giraffe”
amends that gap in our inner mythologies. His gi-
raffe stands for the Great Other. 

No wonder Dali sent the animals sailing grace-
fully like tall-masted ships across his dream-
scapes. They blend childlike wonder — images of
balloon animals twisting long necks into our 5-
year-old birthday parties — with an astronaut’s
perspective: an elevated and otherworldly view
through enormous, lunar eyes, the embodiment of
a distanced neutrality. They map mysterious
archipelagos on their hides, maps that could come
from the other side of the world, another solar sys-
tem or a thousand years ago. The giraffe’s large eye
— largest of all land animals — rotates in its socket,
taking in the holy heavens and seeming to peer
over a curvature of the earth we can’t take in. 

It is folly to anthropomorphize the giraffe, put
him in a silly sweater or observe expressions that
seem human; he does not play this part for us. His
ghostly impassivity, his very elevation from our
suddenly small stature, makes the giraffe a symbol
of an earth that does not need us in order to per-
sist. Loping attenuated in slow motion, Ledgard’s
giraffes are mysterious and ethereal. They are
longing. They are sublime. 

Ledgard, a foreign correspondent for the
Economist, dazzles us in his first novel with
chrysanthemum operatics of language. In prose
that melts at times into lush poetics, he laces a
story loosely around real-life events.

In a small Czechoslovakian town in 1975, secret
police in chemical warfare suits sealed off a zoo
and systematically exterminated its herd of 49 gi-
raffes in the course of one night. It was an act of ut-
ter barbarism, but beyond that, it is illustrative of
the slavering insanity that can descend on a cul-
ture so repressed and without hope. Ledgard may
have been thinking of William Golding: In a world
of hopelessness, madness is only a lock-step away. 

As the story begins, various characters — from
scientist to giraffe — lead the reader along the
herd’s fateful journey, from their capture in Africa
to their new home in the small village zoo where
they are supposed, with the noblest of intentions,
to transform into a distinctly “Czech species” of gi-
raffe. Each character’s story unfurls and interlaces
along the progression of events in an impressionis-
tic manner, like individual skeins of water mingling
in a murky river delta. 

Ledgard’s characters are less than fully devel-
oped. There is no intimacy between the reader and
the various narrators who illuminate, with tiny
flickering lights, corners of their own desolate and
static lives, captured in what the characters poign-
antly call the “Communist moment.” Rather, their
voices are used to illustrate the sweeping atmos-
phere of depression and dour placidity, the still life
of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, slowly de-
caying in its immobility, as the grand hotel stands

boarded up in the town center and the local factory
is propped up by trees whose branches are grow-
ing into the building. They are watched as distant
subjects, as the giraffes in the zoo are observed.
There are fleeting peeks into the hearts of Emil, a
“haemodynamicist” who oversees the giraffes’ cap-
ture and transport to Prague, and Amina, a factory
worker who spends her days dipping glass orna-
ments into Christmas colors and her nights sleep-
walking into vibrantly alive, natural landscapes,
dreaming of leaving the calcifying village far below
and ascending to the clouds.

But this is not a character-driven story. The
largest, most silent player is time, as the reader,
distanced by 30 years — a mere 30 years! — sees
the gross stupidity, the banality, the myopic limp-
ing of the broken machine that was communism in
the ’70s. The players in the novel — the woodsman
charged with the unfortunate executions; Amina,
who has been awakened from her somnambulistic
life by the magical creatures; the zookeeper who
deeply loves his charges; the virologist who assures
us the giraffes are impossibly tainted; the govern-
ment agent who’s been subtly strong-armed into
overseeing it all — were as powerless to change
their circumstances as the giraffes, and with one
government document they too could be marked
for extermination. 

Time, like the giraffe’s distanced perspective,
throws these dramatic events into sharp relief: the
poignancy of soldiers shooting down swallows fly-
ing over the zoo; the way the rivers across which
the principals in the story travel are slate-blank
and gray, transforming a symbol of hope into an il-
lustration of the Communist moment’s stultifying
illusion. Here there is no change, no lucidity, and
there never will be. 

Ledgard’s language creates a lilting and vari-
egated cacophony of detail — a vision of the natu-
ral world despoiled, of the terrifying glory of gut-
tural death, of the raging life impulse and the
equally overwhelming rule of man. Orders too
cruel to be obeyed are followed regimentally, as
though the gun were to one’s own head instead of
the giraffes’, and, in fact, it is.

There is no redemption for these characters.
There is only a giraffe hide lying on the floor of a re-
tired butcher’s apartment in 1999, waiting to tell
its story. Only time itself moves, grows, changes,
the individuals do not, and cannot — not in the
Communist moment. We can do only so much as
individuals against a force so overwhelming. 

“Giraffe” is a stylist’s novel, evocative — not
sweetly so, but tensely and heartbreakingly — and
a novelization settled around a framework of labo-
riously researched true events. The giraffes are
resurrected here to stride ghostly again, to give us
pause as we race rashly through life, to remind us
that there are things in Nature we cannot possess,
storms we cannot hold back, Niagaras we cannot
harness. We are indeed small. 8

Victims of circumstance

Lucinda Michele Knapp is an editor at LA
Alternative Press and has written for Variety. 
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By Seth Greenland

The Return of the Player
A Novel

Michael Tolkin

Grove Press: 240 pp., $24

H
OLLYWOOD novels can
be divided into two cat-
egories, which, for sim-
plicity’s sake, we will call
Pulp and Art. Both exam-
ine the emptiness and
pain beneath the glitz, the

primary difference being that the latter are bet-
ter written and usually have unhappy endings
while the former can be purchased in drug-
stores. Rest assured that Michael Tolkin’s fourth
novel, “The Return of the Player,” is not some-
thing you’ll pick up at Rite Aid. 

“The Return of the Player” continues the story
of Griffin Mill — an unlikable character who, like
the God of the Old Testament, can nonetheless ef-
fectively carry a book. Eighteen years ago, he an-
chored “The Player,” a novel that captured the Rea-
gan-era zeitgeist, in which a high-ranking studio
executive could plausibly be seen as an all-powerful be-
ing. Poised, controlled and deadly, Griffin was Patricia
Highsmith’s Tom Ripley gone Hollywood. 

The movie business in which Griffin finds himself in
this new book is something else altogether. With the rise of
the Internet, the myriad new leisure choices available to
target audiences and the recent stagnation of both box of-
fice and DVD sales, the notion of a studio executive as a
commanding figure in an ever-expanding movie universe
is ludicrous. Today, the Hugo Boss brigade is cowering in
its mauve-toned bunkers, wondering why no one bought
tickets to “Aeon Flux.”

When we meet Griffin this time, then, he is suitably
consumed with dread. Although he makes an annual sala-
ry of $1.5 million as the second-ranking executive at the
Studio, he is saddled with two families, two mortgages and
the need to keep up appearances. In other words, he’s go-
ing broke. He is also 52, impotent and, in a devilish touch,
allergic to Viagra. And he’s carrying a horrible secret. 

It is one of the achievements of “The Return of the
Player” that it utterly captures the most salient quality of
life in Hollywood: the bowel-shaking fear that underlies
everything. But Griffin’s anodyne worries, though real
enough, transcend the movie business because in this
novel, Tolkin is after much bigger game. Although “The
Player” was a meditation on unmitigated ambition and
guilt, here the author means to explicate the decline of life
on the planet and the imminent death of everything. Early
on, he announces that this is no ordinary Hollywood
novel: “Griffin wasn’t afraid the world was coming to an
end,” he writes; “no, he was in a panic because he knew the
world was already ten years dead and the future was just
necrosis.” Move over, Gigi Levangie Grazer; hello Michel
Houellebecq!

Rather than succumb to despair, Griffin decides he
must come up with a scheme that will bring in $25 million
with which he can purchase an island in the Pacific where
he and his loved ones can ride out the impending global
cataclysm. When he meets gay tycoon Phillip Ginsberg,

the proverbial lightbulb goes off above Griffin’s well-
coiffed head. The novel’s plot largely concerns his machi-
nations to get inside Ginsberg’s orbit while keeping the lid
on a home situation that grows more baroque by the min-
ute. 

Among the challenges of writing a sequel is that of find-
ing something new to say about a character readers have
already come to know. In “The Return of the Player,” Tol-
kin admirably performs this task. Among his more in-
spired ideas is to place Griffin, who literally got away with
murder in “The Player,” within a domestic context, which
allows the author to cast a gimlet eye on the foibles of a
certain kind of Los Angeles family — that of the Deer-Val-
ley-in-the-winter-Europe-in-the-summer income bracket.

Yet even as he performs his usual merciless vivisection,
Tolkin doesn’t simply go in for the kill. In a memorable set
piece at the bar mitzvah of the tycoon’s son (the drolly
named Squire Ginsberg), Griffin experiences an epiphany
while listening to a liturgical melody. “The moment of fel-
lowship and feeling woven into the brightening glow of the
braided candle, and the unembarrassed pleasure in the
supporting touch of strangers,” Tolkin writes, “proved to

Griffin that in this humility and completion — a moment
wet with melting wax, with wine, and with tears — who-
ever wrote the melody understood something of the fabric
of the universe, and if none of the billionaires could hear
what Griffin was hearing, if the sincerity annoyed them
with its denial of anyone’s superiority, perhaps, thought
Griffin, I have an advantage right now.” It is to Tolkin’s
credit that his character — who killed his first wife’s boy-
friend, then left her after impregnating a woman with
whom he was having an affair — experiences this in a man-
ner devoid of irony. 

Many of the novel’s flourishes evoke brittle recogni-
tion. Witness Griffin’s thoughts about an executive
who ran the Studio’s classics division until his re-
cent firing: “If you were really developed, you
schmuck, you’d have made money with the clas-
sics division. You’d have made films with sex and
blood instead of coffee shops. You’d have taken
what you love about film noir and bought up
some Korean cop movies. Or you would have
made big brilliant comedies about stupidity and

vanity and the way love can’t blossom until every-
one, the hero especially, knows the truth about

themselves.” Here, Tolkin skewers the pretentious
executives who worship Palme d’Or-winning art films

yet, like slow-moving herbivores, are unable to outma-
neuver their more commercially minded competitors.

Tolkin, as always, is allergic to sentimentality and cant.
Of the perennially venerated World War II generation, he
caustically observes that it was “the greatest generation
ever to raise a generation of drug addicts and compulsive
shoppers.” Take that, all you guys who fought the Nazis.

One aspect of the novel that is both clever and prob-
lematic is the systematic evocation of the late Joseph
Campbell, whose seminal text “The Hero With a Thou-
sand Faces” has been a long-standing crutch for creatively
challenged movie executives. Tolkin frames his own hero
in a way any Campbell-drunk expense-account abuser will
certainly recognize: “Griffin lacked a mentor figure, a
shape shifter, and two comic spirit guides, but with a
strong through-line for his super objective, he believed
that the weapons he needed would come to hand when he
least expected them, so long as he had faith, which he
might lose at the end of the second act but which, by the
third-act bump, would return.” This pitch-perfect use of
facile myth lingo will make countless Hollywood denizens
cringe in recognition. It is a brilliant and darkly comic
stroke when Griffin, whose victim in the first book was an
innocent screenwriter, begins to see himself as a character
on a Campbell-style hero’s journey.

The downside of the Campbell motif, though, is that it
infuses the novel with a fatal whiff of the meta, a quality
that ultimately torpedoed Charlie Kaufman’s otherwise
superb screenplay for “Adaptation.” Kaufman used Rob-
ert McKee’s theories of screenwriting as a satirical target
and a template for his own storytelling, and here Tolkin
steps into the same trap, substituting Campbell for
McKee. He tips his meta-fictional hand at the outset of the
book, when he quotes Edith Wharton citing something
William Dean Howells told her: “… [W]hat the American
public always wants is tragedy with a happy ending.” 

This tragedy-with-a-happy-ending gambit worked
beautifully in “The Player,” since Griffin, although he tri-
umphs outwardly, is left with the cancer of his secret. In
contrast, the ending of the new book is more theoretical
than earned. If “The Return of the Player” were a movie,
this would be par for the course. A novel as ambitious as
this one, however, promises a little more. 8

Playing on a bigger field

Seth Greenland is the author of “The Bones.”

Stephen Savage For the Times
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